2016-001 - Challenge Coin $10.00
Challenge coin engraved with "SONS OF UNION VETERANS OF THE CIVIL WAR GENERAL GEORGE G. MEADE CAMP #5" and the SUVCW logo on the front, and crossed flags with "FRATERNITY CHARITY LOYALTY" on the back.

Contact and Ordering Information:
Meade Camp 5, Department of Chesapeake
Steve Hammond
1715 Mayfair Pl
Crofton MD 21114
shammond25@gmail.com

2016-002 - Challenge Coin $10.00
Challenge coin engraved with "SONS OF UNION VETERANS OF THE CIVIL WAR" and "IRISH BRIGADE CAMP #4", "4TH REG' IRISH BRIGADE", and the 4th Regiment Irish Brigade flag on the front; crossed flags with "FRATERNITY CHARITY LOYALTY" on the back.

Contact and Ordering Information:
Irish Brigade Camp 4, Department of Chesapeake
Michael Paquette
11901 Branchwater St
Fredericksburg VA 22407
paquettemichaela@aol.com

2016-003 - Badge Pocket Patch with Gold-Silver Trim $20.00
An embroidered bullion blazer patch of the official logo of the Sons of Union Veterans of the Civil War.

Contact and Ordering Information:
Department of Michigan
Bruce Gosling
20388 US Highway 12
White Pigeon MI 49099
bgosling@normanpaulsenpc.com

2016-004 - Coat-of-Arms Pocket Patch with Gold-Silver Trim $20.00
An embroidered blazer or kepi patch of the Coat of Arms of the Sons of Union Veterans of the Civil War.

Contact and Ordering Information:
Department of Michigan
Bruce Gosling
20388 US Highway 12
White Pigeon MI 49099
bgosling@normanpaulsenpc.com

2016-005 - Wreath Kepi/Hat Badge $45.00
Gold-tone metal kepi/hat badge of a wreath surrounding the letters "SUV" similar to the original GAR design.

Contact and Ordering Information:
Department of Michigan
Bruce Gosling
20388 US Highway 12
White Pigeon MI 49099
bgosling@normanpaulsenpc.com

2016-006 - 125th Anniversary Commemorative Medal $10.00
Commemorative medal issued by the Department of Michigan for its 125th Encampment. The medal consists of the likeness of our first commander on the front and an inscription on the reverse regarding the anniversary.

Contact and Ordering Information:
Department of Michigan
Bruce Gosling
20388 US Highway 12
White Pigeon MI 49099
bgosling@normanpaulsenpc.com
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2016-007 - Tee shirt with "Sons of Union Veterans of the Civil War" $15.00
White standard T-shirt with "Sons of Union Veterans of the Civil War" encircling a cannon on the left breast and a white T-shirt with "Sons of Union Veterans of the Civil War" across the front of the T-shirt with a cannon beneath the legend.

Contact and Ordering Information:
J.S. Durgin Camp 7, Department of New Hampshire
Peter Whelpton
27 Jolly Farm Rd - PO Box 433
Sutton NH 03273
lastyeoman2000@yahoo.com

2016-008 - SUVCW License Plate $15.00
Aluminum license plate with four mounting holes, dimensions 6” x 12”, white with red trim and blue lettering. Top line: "SONS OF UNION VETERANS". Middle line: "1861", member badge, "1865". Bottom line: "OF THE CIVIL WAR"

Contact and Ordering Information:
Hartranft Camp 15, Department of Pennsylvania
Greg Kline, PCC
Secretary, Camp 15
205 N. 40th St Apt 203
Harrisburg PA 17111

2016-009 - Brass Belt Buckle with SUVCW logo and name $30.00

Contact and Ordering Information:
Hartranft Camp 15, Department of Pennsylvania
Scott Debo
144 Race Street
Sunbury PA 17830

2016-010 - "Support our Troops" magnetic ribbons with "SUVCW" $7.00
Colored ribbon decal on magnetic material for use on vehicle or refrigerator. Has wording, "SONS OF UNION VETERANS OF THE CIVIL WAR" and SUVCW logo

Contact and Ordering Information:
Ezra Griffin Camp 8, Department of Pennsylvania
Robert Shaffer
128 Wallace Road
Lake Ariel PA 18436
rshaffer527@gmail.com

2016-011 - Patch with SUVCW logo and name $5.00
Small 2 1/4 inch oval, royal blue twill base, with words and banner in white. The center emblem design of the SUVCW logo is made with a shiny gold thread.

Contact and Ordering Information:
Phil Sheridan Camp 4, Department of California & Pacific
Tom Graham
PO Box 24969
San Jose CA 95154
n6wlf@yahoo.com

2016-012 - Multi-purpose Road/Recruiting Sign with SUVCW logo $45.00
Aluminum sign, 18” x 24”, 3-color graphic of SUVCW symbol, blue, black, and copper on white background. Sign has space below to add custom lettering

Contact and Ordering Information:
Department of Wisconsin
Brian G. Peters
646 Rays Lane
Stevens Point WI 54481
peters@powercom.net
2016-013 - Polo Shirt with SUVCW logo and "Sons of Union Veterans of the Civil War"
$40.00 all sizes + $5.00 shipping each shirt ordered
Navy blue short sleeve polo shirts with embroidered SUVCW logo and the words "Sons of Union Veterans of the Civil War" around the logo. Embroidery is in gold thread on the left chest.

Contact and Ordering Information:
Pritchard Camp 20, Department of Michigan
John R. Keith, CC
950 106th Ave.
Plainwell, MI 49080
hardtackcw@aol.com

2016-014 - Sweatshirt with SUVCW logo and "Sons of Union Veterans of the Civil War"
$40.00 all sizes + $5.00 shipping each shirt ordered
Navy blue long sleeve sweat shirts with embroidered SUVCW logo and the words "Sons of Union Veterans of the Civil War" around the logo. Embroidery is in gold thread on the left chest.

Contact and Ordering Information:
Pritchard Camp 20, Department of Michigan
John R. Keith, CC
950 106th Ave.
Plainwell, MI 49080
hardtackcw@aol.com

2016-015 - SUVCW logos on 2007 Encampment "Logan" medal
$7.50 + $5.00 shipping
2007 National Encampment Commemorative Medal with profile of MG Logan on front, Missouri emblem on reverse surrounded by "Sons of Union Veterans of the Civil War."

Contact and Ordering Information:
Department of Missouri
Walter Busch
1240 Konert Valley Dr
Fenton MO 63026
wbusch@suvcwmo.org

2016-016 - SUVCW or GAR Address Labels
$4.00
90 return address label stickers, approximately 1 1/2 inches by 1/2 inch, with either the SUVCW emblem or GAR badge displayed on the left side.

Contact and Ordering Information:
Grant Camp 68, Department of Missouri
Walter Busch
1240 Konert Valley Dr
Fenton MO 63026
wbusch@suvcwmo.org

2016-017 - SUVCW Name Badges
$10.00 + $2.50 shipping (up to 3 badges)
Official SUVCW name badge, 2" x 3" plastic. Laser engraved with SUVCW emblem on left side of name badge. Badge has Red background for department, Blue background for camp, and Gold background for National. Badge normally contains name, "SUVCW" or office, camp name and number, and department name.

Contact and Ordering Information:
Grant Camp 68, Department of Missouri
Walter Busch
1240 Konert Valley Dr
Fenton MO 63026
wbusch@suvcwmo.org

2016-018 - Embroidered SUVCW Cap
$18.95
High quality customized caps featuring an individual cap bearing the SUVCW shield printed in blue, and the camp's name, number and state in which the camp resides printed in red. The stylized detail is embroidered, not ink-stamped, on a white felt crown with a blue visor. Only one style is produced so that the uniformity of design is shared by all camps in the SUVCW.

Contact and Ordering Information:
Department of Iowa
Leslie Weber
2157 Terra Lane
Coralville IA 52241
drles1498@mchsi.com
### 2016-019 - Mesh and Solid Baseball Caps $8.00
Mesh or solid baseball style cap with the SUVCW logo silk-screened on front. Available in Yellow, Red, or Blue.

Contact and Ordering Information:
Sydney Camp 41, Department of New York
Danny Wheeler
5 Benny Lane
Ithaca NY 14850
dwheell2@twcny.rr.com

### 2016-020 - SUVCW Flag for honoring departed brothers $5.00
Grave flag for grave flag holders, etc. The flag reads "IN MEMORIAM" and "SONS OF UNION VETERANS", along with the SUVCW coat of arms. The flag transitions from blue to red, with a white background.

Contact and Ordering Information:
Sydney Camp 41, Department of New York
Danny Wheeler
5 Benny Lane
Ithaca NY 14850
dwheell2@twcny.rr.com

### 2016-021 - SUVCW Decal $7.00
Oval decal, with a vivid blue background, gold metallic border, and gold metallic lettering "SUVCW" in large font, and "1881" in smaller font. Material is a high performance vinyl, with a minimum exterior lifespan of 8 years.

Contact and Ordering Information:
Gen Philip H. Sheridan Camp 2, Department of Illinois
Harry W. Reineke IV
605 Main Street
Batavia, IL 60510
kd5tmu@gmail.com

### 2016-022 – Last Union Commemorative Marker
Two styles available
- Flat Mounting Style - $40.00
- Flagholder Style* - $50.00
*includes brass rod
(Shipping extra, call for price)

Contact and Ordering Information:
Col. Hans C. Heg Camp # 15, Department of Wisconsin
SUVLASTVET
27327 Lemays Ct
Wind Lake, WI 53185
suvlastvet@gmail.com
414-852-9015
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